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Moving border closer to home
National affairs columinst illustrates differences between Canada and the United States
"Americans are our
best friends whether
we like it or not."

By Allison Halco

Americans right now, a quote by
1960s Canadian protest party
Gay marriage is supported, stem
leader remains true: "Americans
cell research is practiced and
are our best friends whether we
there is no capital punishment.
like it or not."
Yes, Canada is pretty different
Although somewhat cliche
JEFFERY
SIMPSON,
COLUMNIST
now, Simpson maintained that
than the United States of America.
The relationship between the
the quote is accurate.
two countries is reflecting this
"It connotes a truism with a
and
his
column
writing.
increasing difference, leffery
lovely little twist," be said.
Simpson
said
that
many
Simpson explored whether the
Simpson said last night in his
speech, "Writing Across Borders: Canadians are frustrated that trend of more distance and less
Americans
don't
seem
to
pay
cooperation between Canada
Canada — U.S. Perspectives."
Students and faculty mem- much attention to Canada. He's and the United States is a passnot
surprised
by
this,
though,
ing trend or an indication of a
bers gathered at the BowenThompson Student Union to lis- since the United States is a super- permanent change.
power
with
many
issues
and
He illustrated the difference
ten to Simpson, a national affairs
columnist for The Globe and other countries to be concerned in opinions between the two
about.
countries by presenting the fact
Mail, a Canadian newspaper, and
"I m not insulted by it," Simpson that while the U.S. presidential
the author of five books. He has
said.
election was close, in Canadian
won all three of Canada's main
He said that even though many polls, Kerry was favored by a vast
literary awards for his non-fiction
Canadians
aren't
thrilled
with
majority.
book writing, his political writing
REPORTER

David Tarn BGNens

ROCKY RELATIONS: Jeffery Simpson spoke about last night at the BTSU.
His lecture was a highlight to Communication Studies Week.

Next pope to
face challenges
By Victor L Simpson
IHc ASSOCIItEO PBtSS

VATICAN CITY — The next pope
will not only have to care for the
souls of his 1.1 billion-member
flock worldwide, but also the
church's accounts, hit by the falling dollar, sex abuse settlements
and a growing diplomatic mission.
like the chief executive of a
worldwide corporation, John
Paul II demanded financial
accountability and promised
greater transparency after years
of secrecy and even scandal.
But in die last years of his
papacy the Holy See was back
in the red. In presenting the latest accounting, die chief of the
I loly See's economic affairs office
cited Europe's sluggish economicrecovery, poor investment climate and the rising strength of
the euro against the dollar.
"Our financial statement could
not help but reflect all of diis,"
said Cardinal Sergio Sebastiani.
The College of Cardinals running the church until a new pope
is elected said in their daily report
yesterday that Sebastiani briefed
them on the 2004 statement and

several details of the 2005 budget,
but gave no details.
"The dollar has really hurt
them," said the Rev. Thomas
Reese, a Vatican expert. "We're
not only talking about money
coming from the United States.
All the rich guys in the Third
World also give in dollars."
Vatican officials bristle at what
lohn Paul once called "the myth"
mat the Holy See is immensely
wealthy.
In a rare disclosure last July, a
Vatican accountant said the net
patrimony, or the Vatican's real
estate holdings, are assessed at
a relatively modest $908 million
and that such properties as St.
Peter's Basilica and the Sistine
Chapel are priceless, listed at a
symbolic I euro.
The Vatican went through 23
money-losing years until 1993,
but the situation improved dramatically after a revised code of
church law made clear tiiat dioceses around the world should
assist the Vatican.
Still, its most recent financial
statement, issued in July for 6sP0PE.PAGE2

years of experience in politics as
the reason he should be nominated for the ticket.
Despite questions raised
about his role as a University
employee, Heminger remains
By Holy Abratm
loyal to students.
REPORTER
"I recognize that I am an
Last night Ward 1 city council administrator and I work for studemocratic candidates found dents and 1 realize that without
the importance of experience them I would not have a job," he
versus a student's perspective at said.
die core of their debate.
While both candidates curCandidate Nathan Nickens rendy live in Ward 1 and constated a platform surrounding sider themselves informed citihis value as a student and his zens they cited many differences
ability to bring a student's per- between each other throughout
spective to city council.
the debate.
"Students need an effective
Heminger plans on using his
voice to advocate student rights," position as someone employed
he said. "I'm a student, and my by the University to reach out to
judgment is sound, and I think I students and although he is not
have established a sound report a student, he is still in touch with
with students on campus"
students today and their needs,
Candidate Gordy Heminger Heminger said.
stressed the importance of his

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

mm
David lam BGNews

FAMOUS FACES: "The Miseducation of Race" program went on last night in Offenhauer and will continue today from 5-7 p.m. The
program explores the progression of African Americans in America, documenting things from slavery to segregation to prominent
black figures of today like Oprah Winfrey and Denzel Washington.

"I know what the issues are
from students of all walks of
campus," he said.
He also cited his strong link
with student government and
groups on campus as a qualifying factor for the position.
"I think my connection here
on campus is with good student leaders, a wide variety of
resources and contacts." he
said. "My experience couples
with the wide variety of connections I have with people in
the first ward make me qualiBrian McRobtrts BGNews
fied."
Nickens raised questions SHOWDOWN: Nickens addresses members of the audience last night.
about Heminger's devotion to
ing his move to Ward 1 shortly ing for his candidacy in response
die democratic party concernbefore announcing his candi- to questions of his experience as
ing a 2000 republican vote.
Heminger denied that this in dacy, to which Nickens said does a politician.
Heminger cited hismanyyears
any way will hinder his perfor- not effect his role as a candidate.
Nickens also presented his of experience working in politics
mance as a council member or
as a democrat. He also raised endorsement by all five city and his length of residency in
issues against Nickens regard- council members as valid back-

BG NEWS
BRIEFING

IHt BGNEWS

Volleyball tournaments
to benefit M.S.
TheMarineBiology Association
will be hosting the annual coed
sand volleyball tournament benefitting Multiple Sclerosis. The
game will be held on Saturday.
April 23. Registration is at 9 a.m.
at Carter Park in Bowling Green.
Teams will consist of two n iales
and two females. The COS) is
$40. This must be paid in cash
or check. Contact Matt Part in at
372-2058 or partini^bgnet.ligsu.
edu with questions

Communication week
brings speakers
Several speakeiswill bcon campus this weekforCommunication
Studies Week. Check out www.
bgsu.edu/departments/commst.

DEBATE, PAGE 2

FRI

THURS

Sunny

CANADA.PAGE 7

THE WALL OF FAME

Ward 1 candidates face off at debate
Nickens and
Heminger vie for
democratic ticket.

Despite the bet that Canada
and the United Slates might lx'
growing apart in their views on
several issues. Canada can't completely ignore the concerns of
the United Stales, even though
Canadians might sometimes feel
ignored by Americans. Part of
the reason behind this, Simpson
said, is the faci that the United
Slates imports about HO percent
of Canada's exports.
"You can't take your besi customer lor granted." he said.
Canada also has to euiei to
the U.S. concern of terrorism.
although this is not an Issue ol
large concern in Canada
"The average Canadian doesn't
feel terrorism is something
Uieir country is threatened by,"

High: 60'
Low 35'
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FDA rules silicone
Vatican facing financial trouble
"If the average Joe
implants still unsafe
stops giving, they
POPE, FROM PAGE 1

That doesn't mean the
implants can never be sold,
the
advisers stressed. No one
WASHINGTON - SUlcone-gel
breast Implants havent been expects implants to last a
proven safe enough 10 lift ii IS- lifetime, but at the very least
yeai near-ban on their use. fed- women need evidence about
eral health advisers narrowly how likely they are to last 10
years, many panelists stressed.
ruled yesterday.
"All of us feel very strongly
Man II la c t u i er
that women have
Inained Corp. had
argued that today's 'It makes me a choice," said Dr.
Manno
sllTcone Implants are very uneasy. Barbara
of Louisiana State
less Ulcer) Ki break
and leak than ver- ...I don't feel University. But she
sions sold years ago. secure about ultimately opposed
lifting the ban
But the Pood and
the safety." because Inamed has
I >i rig Administration
tracked patients for
was skeptical, and
only three or four
its advisers voted
OR. AMY
years to answer that
5-4 on yesterday
NEWBURGER,
question, and there
that lingering quesDERMATOLOGIST
are signs that the
tions about how
older the implants
long the implants
last— and what happens when get. the more likely they are lo
the] break— must be answered rupture.
The decision came after emobefore the implants are widely
tional testimony pitting woman
sold.
Without that information, against woman Monday: dozMow ran we gel an informed ens who said implants broke
consent from our patients?" inside jheir bodies to leave
asked PDA adviser Dr. Amy them permanently damaged,
Newburger, a New York der- and others who want implants
matologist. "It makes me very [hey say feel more natural to
uneasy. ... I don't feel secure repair cancer-ravaged breasts
or make their breasts bigger.
about the safety."
By Lauran Neerjaard

■Ht ASSOCIATED PRESS

cal year 2003, reported a deficit for the third consecutive
year. It listed 2003 revenues at
about 203.6 million euros and
expenditures of 213.2 million
euros for a deficit of 9.6 million euros, or $11.8 million
at the exchange rate at that
time.
Vatican financial experts
blame heavy personnel costs
— 2,674 people work in I loly See
offices, more than half of them
lay people. But the Vatican has
also greatly expanded its diplomatic activityduringjohn Paul's
activist papacy and the Vatican
now maintains relations with
174 states around the world — a
cosdy enterprise.
The sex abuse crisis has also
taken a heavy financial toll on
the Church in the United States
and Ireland. I he total payout
to victims of clergy sex abuse
in the United States has now
climbed to S840 million since
1950, with three dioceses —
Spokane, Wash.; Portland, Ore.;
and Tucson, Ariz. — seeking
bankruptcy protection.
The Vatican doesn't bail them
out, but the payouts raise questions about the financial ability of dioceses to keep up their
contributions and could discourage individual faithful from

Despite political disparities,
Canada adjusts to satisfy U.S.
CANADA, FROM PAGE 1

SUBWT
YOUK ArP
It is easy
to place a
classified ad in
'Ilie BG News!

<i

Simply complete
our form at
bgnews.com/classifieds

Simpson said.
Canadians generally want
to keep the U.S. border open,
though, so they haw to make
Americans comfortable with the
security (here.
The presentation seemed wellreceived by Simpson's audience.
"I think it was thorough and
very balanced." said Rebecca
Mancuso, faculty adviser to Club
Canada. Club Canada had an
information table set up during
the presentation.
Mancuso said she thought
Simpson was a good choice lo

bring to the University because
of his wide appeal and because
it allowed several different
groups to cooperate in planning
the event.
"We're really happy to be a
part of Communication Studies
Week," she said.
The presentation was a part of
the School of Communication
Studies'Communication Studies
Week. It was also sponsored by
the Florence and lesse Currier
I-ndowment, the Canadian
Studies Center, the political
science department and the
Canadian government.

will depend on very
conservative, bigmoney types."
DAVID GIBSON, FORMER VATICAN
RADIO NEWSMAN

giving through what is known
as Peter's Pence, the financial
support offered directly to the
pope to use as he sees fit.
"The American bishops will
always make sure they give the
Vatican what the Vatican needs,"
said David Gibson, a former
Vatican Radio newsman and
writer on Catholic issues.
But he said there may be
other implications.
"If the average loe stops giving, they will depend on very
conservative, big-money types,"
Gibson said.
Vatican officials say the
United States remains the main
source of donations followed
by Germany, but they don't provide any breakdown on who's
giving. But because of the dollar
weakness, assistance from the
dioceses worldwide dropped
from 85.4 million euros in 2002
to 79.6 million euros in 2003,

the July statement said.
In a separate statement,
the Vatican said Peter's Pence
reached $55.8 million in 2003,
up 5.7 percent from 2002.
The financial statement on
the running of the church is not
a conventional balance sheet,
and does not include revenues
from museums, stamps and
other items because those
are covered by another report
focusing just on the Vatican citystate.
While it provides no breakdown.Vatican accountant Paolo
Trombctta said during the presentation of the most recent
statement that the Vatican
sought "safe if low-yield" investment opportunities, much of it
in government bonds.
lixperts say the Vatican has
dollar-denominated stocks in
its portfolio, making sure the
Holy Sec avoids investments in
companies that manufacture
contraceptives or armaments.
From time to time there
have been reports that the
Vatican was considering selling Michelangelo's statue of the
Picta, sculptures by Bernini or
other masterpieces to pay its
debts or help the world's needy.
It has responded that such artworks constitute "a treasure for
all humanity" and cannot be

sold.
lohn Paul ordered an annual
financial disclosure in 1981 as
part of his efforts to debunk the
idea that the Vatican is wealthy.
He also set up a financial committee of cardinals, which presents the figures for examination
of a committee of international
auditors. He also shook up the
officers of the Vatican Bank,
which is officially known as the
Institute of Religious Works.
The Vatican was stung by
its dealings with Italy's Banco
Ambrosiano, which collapsed in
1982 with its president, Robert
Calvi, found hanging under a
London bridge.
The bank had been left with
$1.3 billion in debt. Most of the
money had been loaned to a
series of shell companies in
Panama and Luxembourg that
were controlled by the Vatican
bank.
The Vatican refused to admit
any wrongdoing but agreed to
a goodwill payment of about
$250 million to creditors.
Calvi, known as "God's
banker" because of his Vatican
ties, was originally considered
a suicide victim. But Italian
investigators have recently
been pursuing murder charges
and several suspects are under
investigation.

Primary to be held in May
DEBATE, FROM PAGE 1

Ward 1 compared to his opponents. I le also noted that he is
a homeowner and payer of city
taxes and will work to keep the
integrity of homeowners.
As residents of Ward 1. both
candidates can relate to housing issues.
The issue of the zoning law
coincides with die need for
more parking spots at many of
the residences. Landlords are to
blame for wrong doings regarding housing Nickens said.
"We need to develop a legal
council to get these people
removed," he said.
Heminger favors mending the
ordinance rather than changing
it. Regardless of what is done
as far as ordinance laws, the

value of the neighborhood and
protecting its integrity are most
important, he said.
The two candidates addressed
questions regarding racial profiling in clubs downtown, recycling for off-campus students
and the proximity of the railroad
tracks to students' residences.
Club owners are the people who should be taken into
account for such violations,
Nickens said.
Heminger favors informing
students about the discrimination and encouraging them to
stop patronizing the clubs.
Nickens also mentioned having meetings before city council meetings to get input from
students as to what issues they
have and to inform them as to
how he will be voting

fUtfMER
1^ Rentals Available
Leases May 14,2005 to August 6,2005 at Noon

"1 will establish a tradition of
having meetings before meetings," he said.
Instead of having students
come to him, Heminger advocates going to the students by
reaching out through campus
organizations.
"Working together with students in Ward I is all about listening to students and advocating for students," Heminger said.
"I think the relationships I have
can only serve students, not
hinder students," he said.
Both candidates stressed they
are qualified and will support
each other regardless of who is
nominated in the May primary.
The debate touched on many
issues at the forefront of the
primary campaign, sophomore
Amanda Belcher said.
"It was very interesting how
they addressed everyone," she
said. "They certainly addressed
issues important to students."
Senior Amanda Dlugiewicz
found the debate to be beneficial as well.
"I thought it was very interesting and unlike any other debate
I've attended," she said. "They
put forth interesting questions
for all democrats in the first
Ward."

GREAT LOCATIONS
EFFICIENCIES: at 451 Thurstin, across from Offenhauer.
$750 for the summer, deposit $225. One person only.
ONE BEDROOMS: Several locations. $750 for the
summer, deposit $225. One person only.
TWO BEDROOMS: Several locations. $900 for the
summer, deposit $225.Two person limit.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST. (across from Taco Bell)
Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30. Saturday 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

You
burn
ccriorie.

sleeping

PREFERRED
.
PROPERTIES CO!

Extra lame Bedrooms Availablel
www.preftrredpropertitsco.com
Make your home at:
• Piedmont
• Fox Run
• Haven House
• Mini Mall Apts.
■ Updated Birchwood
- small pets allowed
• Triplex- small pets allowed
• And other locations!

Great Affordable Fall Ratesl

Mon-Fri: 8-128,1-4:30
Sat: 10-2
530 S. Maple St.
Bowling Green, OH

419-352-9378
HI

FREE
Cherrywood Health Spa
• Indoor Heated Pool
* Newly Renovated
- New Equipment
- Sauna

A

than
you do
watching
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SUSTAINING VIBRANT COMMUNITES LECTURE
The College of Arts and Sciences will present a lecture
by Roger Mandle, president of the Rhode Island
School of Design, at 4 p.m. tomorrow in the Student
Union Theater. His talk, "Engagement with the Arts,"
will focus on the centrality of the arts and design in
creating and sustaining vibrant communities.

www.bgnews.com/campus

CAMPUS

Work place becomes more friendly to coMege graduates
By Kathleen Lyim

2000," said Richard White, director of career services at Rutgers
A few weeks after she graduates University. "With a 4.4 percent
from the New Jersey Institute unemployment rate, New Jersey
of Technology in Newark in is one of the better places in the
May, lessica Olejar will join the country to be looking for work."
corporate
world
as
a
And the national picture is
$53,000-a-year software devel- also promising. The National
oper at Citigroup. She's one of Association of Colleges and
the many young job seekers who Employers reports that employhave found that, despite fears of ers expect to increase hiring
outsourcing, the "help wanted" of new college grads by about
sign is out for tech workers.
13 percent this year, and most
"It's a big myth that these expect to raise starting salaries
jobs are going away," said over last year.
jane Gaertner of NlIT's career
Graduating nurses have
development office. "There's still their pick of job offers, as an
a strong demand for computer aging population seeks more
science jobs in the U.S."
medical care. Teachers are also
As the Class of 2005 heads in demand. And accountants'
into the workforce, nurses prospects have been brightand accountants are also ened by the Sarbanes-Oxley Act,
in demand.
which was passed in response
In fact, most college seniors to the accounting scandals
are finding a more welcoming at Enron and WorldCom,
workplace this year.
and requires more stringent
"This looks like the best job financial reporting.
market for entry-level hires since
Several North Jersey colleges
K R I CAMPUS

said most of their accounting
grads have job offers in hand.
One is Anna Sidorova, 23, who
recently accepted a job offer
from a Big four accounting
firm. "For me, it was easier than
for many students, since I'm in
the accounting program," said
Sidorova. who'll get her master's
in accounting this May from
Fairleigh Dickinson University.
Students who are still searching for work filled the William
Paterson University gym recently for a career fair, handing their
resumes to recruiters from
social service agencies, state
government and corporations.
Sara Abernethy, 23, was there
with a friend, though she graduated from Dickinson College in
2003 with a business degree.
At that point, corporate
jobs were scarce. So she spent
two years with the Teach for
America program, and is now
seeking work as a management
consultant.

"There's a lot more opportu- the career fairs and workshops
nity now," Abernethy said.
on campus, and research
The most popular recruiters companies on the Internet
at the career fair were from the More talking to recruiters.
"Companies hire people who
television and radio industries.
"It'sa hard field to get into, but I exude energy," said Wanda
hope I can break in," said Aaron Mcndez, director of career
Rikon, 24, a communications management for the MBA
major who wants to work in program at Rutgers Business
School in Newark.
television or radio production.
"They need to take even
As it happens, career
advisers say even liberal opportunity that's out there"
arts majors may find better Lore said.
Many of the most successopportunities (his year.
"When you think about ful job seekers had internships.
liberal arts majors, they really In a recent survey by NACE
can go into a lot of different employers said that, on average,
areas," said Cathy Love, direc- they oiler full-time jobs to nearly
tor of EDU's career office. On 58 percent of their interns.
"It gives you the edge over
average, though, they're going
to get lower salaries than their people who don't have
classmates with pte-profession- experience," said Adrienne
Hetherington, 22, who'll
al training, according to NACE.
Themostsuccessfuljobsickii s graduate from Stevens Institute
tacklcthe search withenergyand oi U'chnology in Hoboken,
creativity.
They
use N.J., in May with a computer
their
personal
and engineering degree. She will
professional networks, attend take a full-time job with Stryket

get a life
^^^ ^J
^^ita^^
^•i^^

Orthopaedics in Mahwah, N.J.,
where she now works part time.
A Stevens classmate, Rupa
Boddu, 21, is also taking a
job at the place where she
Interned, Deutsche Bank in
New York. Boddu called her
summer internship "a 10-week
job interview"
Similarly, Rutgers communications major Talia fine of
Livingston interned lasi summer
at the investor relations department of Brookfield Properties
in New York, which owns and
manages office buildings.
"I had a fabulous experience."
Tine said. "I learned a lot in the
summer and knew I wanted
lo come back." She was hired
full time after her Deci'iiilni
2004 graduation.
"1
wouldn'i
have
expectedthisatall."shesaid."Asa
sophomore or junior, you don't
have a full undent anding of the
possibility of an internship
leading to a job."

OW BLOOD

The calendar of
http://cvents.bpu.Hiu/
http^/even

Noon — 1 p.m.
The Real CSh The Truth About
Forensic Science
Brown Bag Lunch: "The Real CSI:
The Truth About Forensic Science"
How do certain popular TV dramas
compare to what actually happens
during the forensic analysis of a
criminal investigation? Presenter
Julie A Cox, a forensic scientist
with the Ohio Bureau of Criminal
Identification and Investigation,
will discuss the inner workings ot
a real forensic laboratory. She will
address case investigation,
collection and analysis of evidence,
and expert courtroom testimony,
giving particular emphasis to the
forensics of sexual assault
investigations. In recognition of
Sexual Assault Awareness Month.
17K Women's Center,
107 Hanna Hall
1 p.m. — 3 p.m.
LGBTAQ Resource Center Workshop
Sponsored by the Center for
Multicultural & Academic
Initiatives
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
318-Arthur Andersen Room
7:30 p.m. — 10 p.m.
Quien Soy Pageant
Sponsored by the Latino Student
Union
Bowen- Thompson Student Union
202B-Community Room
8 p.m. — 9 p.m.
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc

SkeeWeek
"I Love My Money: Think N Green"
- How to make the most of your
refund check.
Olscamp - Room 219
8 p.m. — 9:30 p.m.
Campus Worship
Sponsored by Active Christians
Today
Prout Chapel
8 p.m. — 10 p.m.
Open Mic Comedy in the Pub!
It's almost the end of the semester
so you are CLEARLY in need of a
good laugh. Hopefully the BowenThompson Student Union can give
you a hand in that department
with our OPEN MIC COMEDY NIGHT
in the Pub hosted by Mike Piller!
Join us for a night of laughs courtesy of your fellow students or come
and share your humor onstage. To
perform or for more information
contact Lesley at 419-372-9009 or
e-mail at lmcrae@bgsu.edu.
Student Union Black Swamp Pub
8 p.m.
Faculty Artist Series: Mary Natvig,
violin, and Friends
Series featuring faculty performers
from the College of Musical Arts.
Free and open to the public.
Biyan Recital Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center
8:15 p.m. — 9:30 p.m.
Art Opening for Contemporary
African art exhibit

• • •

The art opening for the exhibition "Meeting Place." features the
work of Richard Razafindrakoto, a
painter, poet, and installation artist from the Madagascar Republic,
and the current Jane Labino-Black
Artist-in-Residence in the School of
Art, BGSU. The exhibition, located
in Founders Keepers Food Court in
Founders Hall, BGSU, is free and
open totile public. The exhibition's
art operting on Wednesday evening, April 13 at 8:15, will feature
paintings, poetry reading, installation, and a dance performance
to live music. The exhibition itself
will run April 11-23. This event
is made possible through the
generous funding of Jane LabinoBlack, and with the support of the
School of Art. For More Information
Contact Rebecca L. Green at
rfgreen@bgnet.bgsu.edu
Founders Keepers Food Court

Vincenl Gargiuk) BGNevvs

WAITING PATIENTLY: Senior Larissa Hanchuk waits for the nurse to draw blood at the "Give
a Pint Get a Pint" blood drive yesterday in the Union. She is one of many students who have
given blood this week.

422 E. MERRY ST

DAILY ADVISING TIP

One of BG's newest complexes

Print your Degree Audit from MyBGSU
prior to registering for classes. Be sure to bring
your degree audit to your advising appointments

CLOSE; TO; CAMPUS

Sponsored by Advising Network

524 N. ENTERPRISE

1 Bedroom Apartments
•1 Full Bath -Air Conditioning
•Microwaves -Dishwasher
•Garbage Disposal
•Furnished -Laundry On-Site
•Plenty of Parking!

John W. Strawman,
D.D.S.
WELCOMES

Starting at

$440/month
plus Utilities

(419) 352-0717

www. ,
greenbriarrentals.com

STUDENT
SPECIALS
"All Day, Everyday"
353-7272
(papa)
HOURS!

Mon, Tue & Wed: 11am-l:30am
Thur, Fri & Sat: 11am- 3:00am
Sun: 11am-1:30am

1 Large, 1 Item

$#*99
• • •

The 1>l BGSU
Spring Symposium on
Undergraduate Research

Jeffrey Kaiser, D.D.S.
Family Dentistry

will be held
April 18,2005
9 am to 5pm in the Multipurpose Room
Bowen-Thompson Student Union

Accepting New Patients
Same Day Emergency Care
Delta Dental Provider for
BGSU Staff. Faculty, and
Students

[Abstracts due March 25,2005]

cash, checks

^

The Office of Undergraduate Research
is pleased to announce:

No coupon
I'ssary'

The purpose of this event is to celebrate the scholarly accomplishments of
our undergraduate students by providing them with a venue in which to
share the results of their work with all members of the BGSU learning
community. Undergraduates in all disciplines are invited to present the
results of their independent research projects and other creative activities.
All University students, faculty and staff, plus community members and
friends are invited to attend. Details on how you can participate in this
year's symposium can be found at:
http://www.bosu.edu/offices/our/SpringSvmposium.htm

Call for appointment
419-352-4661
1064 W. Wooster St..
Bowling Green
Visit our Website at
www.StrawmanKaiscrDcntists.com

• • • •
\
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QUOTEI WOI'OTK
"The tips in that building are all bad."
Ming Kuang (liiii.altcr being trapped in a New York apartment building's
del ati t lor thru- clays following a Chinese-food delivery rim.
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OPINION

Proposed changes hurt Senate
Many of the 55 Republican U.S.
Senators, the majority of the
100-person
Senate,
are
contending that the minority
Democrats' ability to block judicial nominations with filibusters
l«- taken away.
A filibuster is when a senator
or senators take the floor and
tidk for as long as possible to stall
debate and stop the question
from coming to a vote.

Democrats have used them
to block 10 nominations by

— and force the body to vote on a
nominee. Senate Majority Leader
Rill Frist, diough, may introduce
a rule change that would call for
this vote to be reduced to only 51,
which would be disastrous to the
democratic process.
If the senate majority has die
ability to call for the end of debate
on any topic, then they will
control every vote on any
issue, there will be no need for
debate and any minority opinion could be easily quelled. The

President George VV. Bush since
he took office in 2000.
To fight the filibusters, the GOP
may resort to a tactic that would
change policies put in place over
200 years ago. Policies meant to
curb the nominations of extreme
conservative or liberal justices.
Changing the rules because
they cannot win with them
the way they stand is a shady
political move.
Currently, BO votes are needed
to end debate—or end a filibuster

Alienation in my own country

(t

drama might not be too off the
mark. Witness this list of
comments heard over die
course of this semester
'..fnmi the pit ofinnmity -"Well, you know how those
people from LA are."
- "1 le's from the East (>>ast, he
Batman doesn't get
doesn't know what goes on in
respect
the real America"
Sure, the criminals
-"It's die Midwest, they're too
ofGotham City have it. and
naive to deal with the real world."
fans (like Ahinan Green and
-Then there was the forwarded
myself) have it. Sadly, though,
E-mail, where the average I.Q. of
Bob Katies!'ii-alio.i doesn't get
each state was compared to how
respect in the literary or
it voted in the
media dides.
presidential election.
My assertion conies from an
These aren't mere disagreeunknown radio analyst On die
ments with each other, these are
way to an airport one morning,
genuine altempls to distance
I only happened to capture one
ourselves from that "other" type
sentiment from this nameless
of American, tidier we're West/
syndicated voice: We all know
East Coast media (or academic)
thai there's a difference between
bastards out of touch with reality,
Batman and Charles Dickens
or we're Midwestern God-freaks
(besides the probability that
who can be described as "mix's".
Hitman is more likely to resoAs if we aren't paranoid
nate widi anyone under thirty).
enough, now we're worried
No, this talk show host's
about the guy living in the same
assertion was clear. Dickens is
country. Watch out, if diat
ddiniU'K good literature, while
terrorist doesn't get you, those
Bauiian is definitely junk, and
"other" Americans might!
anyone who disagrees is
I keep using that word, "other."
hopeless. I'd like to think there's
A lot of academic theorists use it
no need to prove such a state(with a capital "()"l. and I think
ment wrong; it should he
it's applicable here. Yeah, half of
obvious on a campus home
you will bemoan another leftist
to die world's greatest Popular
academic talking nonsense, and
Culture department Yeah, I
die other half will shake your
know, I'm way loo optimistic.
heads because I'm overThis is just one example of
simplifying over-complex theory.
the great new war that America
But here goes anyway.
is engaged in. Capitalizing on
In its basest form, "the Other"
die popularity of die Civil War
refers to how those in die
and die nostalgia of die Cold
majority characterize groups not
War, America has combined the
in tlic majority- it makes diem
two. Welcome to the so-called
exotic Such characterization
"Culture War."
describes the Other's ways as
Yes, at first I thought tiiis was
alien and often inferior. When
something existing solely in die
women are shunned as "loose"
minds of mainstream media It
makes good IV alter all. Average. l>y philandering men, they've
become die"f)ther." When all
everyday people aren't really
thing* Asian are considered
engaging in this war, right?
"mysterious," it's the same prolike I said, ever die optimist.
cess. It's akin to prejudice and
I'm coming to die conclusion
stereotyping, except with a side
that (he media's "Reel vs. Blue"

J. MICHAEL
BESTUl

order of intellectual distance.
That's what we're doing in diis
culture war. We aren't Americans
with a wide spectrum of political
ideals and cultural tastes. We are
people who shake their heads at
diat "other" culture of so-called
\n inii ans. We act like the)'
come from a foreign country
diat we don't understand, even
if they're a two-hour flight away
and have die same las! name.
I can't tell anymore where the
media creation of One State/
Two State, Red Slate/Blue Slate
begins, and where people have
actively alienated each other. It's
not a surprise anymore to see
a news report or hear someone
say, "I'm really a citizen of Blue,
but I'm living in Red. I just don!
fit Inhere."
Note to 1 Iollywood; If you
wanted to remake Lost in
Translation, there's good news.
You don't need lo go to Japan
anymore. You can film a movie
about extreme alienation,
misunderstanding, and culture
shock with an American
in America!
Funny thing is, I found a
parallel to tiiis situation in a
comic book. I know, comics are
obvious tripe, but this borders
on prescient.
Superman, the icon of all thai
is right and good about America,
went through a dismrbing
change in the last years of the
millennium. He somehow split
into two Supermen... one blue,
one red. A talc of two Supermen,
if you will.
I could explain more, bul the
fact is that diis story arc was
pretty damn lame. But we can
leani a lesson from ol' Supes:
Hopefully, just as DC Comics did,
we'll realize how freakin' lame
diis Amercia Blue/America Red
split really is
You can reach J. Micliael Hestul
at besKobffiet.bgsu.edu

minority will be forced to resort to
parliamentary tricks of their own
to combat the GOP
Also, this will bite the GOP
before too long. Sooner or later,
it will end up as the minority in
the Senate and will have to fight
against the ban, which they might
approve now to help themselves,
lust because the GOP is in
charge now, does not mean it
will always benefit from such
a ban. The GOP may cut itself
out of the democratic process

If money did not exist,
how would you like
to be paid?

KELLIE Y0SK0VICH
FRESHMAN, SPORT
MANAGEMENT

"Puppies."
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I don't know how long I
watched the news
coverage of the ope last
week. Too long, when events
like thai always show the
anchors repeating the same
information over and over.
It struck me when they said
he had a high fever. One of the
reporters said "It's 104 degrees...
Fahrenheit." Well I would hope
so, because 104 degrees Celsius
would have been about 240
degrees Fahrenheit, at which
temperature a person would
burst inlo flames. It's like "The
Pope registered at five thousand
degrees Kelvin, which is hot
enough to melt gold."
1 was reading a little bit about
how the new pope is elected.
Between 15 and 20 days after
the death of the pope, the
College of Cardinals (which like
the Electoral College and the
losh Benner
School of
Comedic
Arts isn't an
actual
college) gets
together in
the Sisline
Chapel
and they elect the new pope. I
thought it had to be another
cardinal, but no. They can elect
anyone they want, although it
usually is a cardinal. However I
would like to now throw my hal
in the ring as pope. And I know
the obvious arguments, "You
can't be pope, you're 19...and
you're not Catholic...
Although that might hurt my
cause, because you're not
technically supposed to want it.
Bul lo a man, what
cardinal wouldn't want lo be
pope? You're the head of a
church with a billion members,
and it's a lifetime position. And
the sweetest deal of all, you're
infallible. They believe the pope
is incapable of putting out a bad
teaching. What a sweet deal
that would be.
Now don't misunderstand
infallibility. You couldn't say
two plus two equals train.
Infallibility means that he can't
have an untrue doctrine. So if
a pope said "Instead of wafers
and wine for communion, we
are going to have everlasting
gobstoppers and coke (unless
you're at BG, where it would be
Pepsi) at mass," then that's how
it would be.
I'm working on slogans:
"Benner for pope; America's
turn. Benner A pope lasts
forever, losh Benner: We all
know he's infallible, might as
well make it official."

JOSH
BENNER
lustjoshiriya
I have a lot in common with
the pope. I too am beloved by
millions, receive huge ovations
wherever 1 go, and make people
kiss my ring.
All weekend, I kept
hearing how John Paul II was
so funny. I could do thai. I'm a
humor writer. I'd be the
funnies! pope this side of the
shrine of Guadalupe. A cardinal
is talking to a priest, he says,
"I've got good news and bad
news... Jesus came back." The
Priest is elated. He says, "Praise
be.. .wait a minute, what's the
bad news?" The cardinal says
"He's in Salt Lake City."
And understand that it's
not like I just
want the position because
of the power.
I have good
ideas. First
decree would
be to allow
priests to marry. Secondly, I'd
move the Vatican from Rome to
the Bahamas. Historically, the
Vatican hasn't always been in
Rome, and I think it's time for a
change. That's what the Benner
Administration would be all
about, change. I'd probably
even change my name. Most
popes have. I could be Pope
John Paul Ringo George I.
One of the downfalls that I
saw in becoming pope is that
I'd have to wear the same thing
everyday, and then I realized
"wait a minute, I'd be the pope. I
could wear whatever I wanted."
What are they going to say "Um,
Your holiness, why does your
shirt say T rode in the pope
mobile and all I got was this
lousy T-shirt?'"
That would be another great
benefit of being the pope. You
would always have an excuse
Whenever someone tried to
criticize you, you'd be able to
say "I'm the pope."
"Your holiness, it might not
be a good idea for you to drink
a l« it i It- of maraschino cherry
juice for breakfast"
"Please, I'm the pope. I do
what I want, now get out of my
sight before I pope-slap you
back to the Spanish Inquisition."

"Whenever someone
tried to criticize you,
you'd be able to say,
"I'm the pope."

ERIN RICE
FRESHMAN.
PHOTOGRAPHY

"Pogs!... Stammers
included baby!"

I&J
MAK0YIA JENKINS
FRESHMAN, UNDECIDED

ALANA PRICE

...ttimm

gready hinder the ability of the
Senate to properly regulate
his choice.
But there is hope that the
rule would not be passed if Frist
introduces it Several GOP senators — including Rhode Island's
Lincoln Chafee and Arizona's
|ohn McCain — said last week
that they would oppose the ban.
These senators have die right
idea standing against a ban that
would hurt both parties and the
whole system.

If I was the pope; a
PEOPLE
ON THE STREET dream come true

7 would want to be
paid in shoes! I want
it all."

[ rTOLJUD&S
MS OUT OF
1 CONTROL!

in the future.
The entire theory of our
government is based on the
checks and balances, and the
filibuster is one of the only
weapons that Democratic
senators, in the political minority,
have against the placement of
conservative justices.
With the possibility that Bush
will be nominating a justice for
the U.S. Supreme Court before
his term ends in 2008, taking
away the use of filibusters could

J

JUNIOR, CREATIVE
WRITING
"I would want to be
paid in dothes and
accessories."

Send comments to losh at
jbenner@bgnet.bgsu.edu

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EOITOR are lo be fewer
than 300 words. These arc usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually also in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area.

POLICIES
Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
Letters lo the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and phone number
should be induded for verification
purposes, tersonal attacks, unverified
information or anonymous submissions will not be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an attachment lo thenews@bgnew&com
with the subject line marked "Letter
to the Edited or "Guest Column." Only
e-mailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing. All letters arc
subject to review for length and clarity
before printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the views of The BG News.
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THIS WEEK'S
BAD JOKE:
Q: Did you hear
the story about the
broken pencil?

ut*m . come hacV
taWr, IVm ones
V+iU under
Cons+ruc-''onl 1

A: There wasn't a
point to it
Tired of bad jokes? Then e-mail
a good one to msussmat&bgnet.
bgsu.edu and it might be used
in next week's Not News.

One can never have
too many unpaid
parking tickets.
Cartoon lllwtratml try MartelWMe

Dart fever: Catch
it, then get over it
Man has three primal
urges: eat food, breed
MATT
with women and
SUSSMAN
throw stuff at a wall. But after
Puddle of Suss
meeting the first two needs by
going to 7-tleven and buying
beef jerky and a copy of Maxim, Osbourne plant azaleas while
where do we go for the final
muttering something about
dog poop, he turns to Fox
piece of the testosterone triad?
That's why God gave us darts. Sports, which is airing a dart
No, not that God. It was Mars,
tournament from England.
the Roman god of war. He
"Why would anyone watch
this?" Joe Channelchanger says
doesn't enjoy being ignored.
But people don't dig darts all
to himself, after already watchthe time. They're mega popular ing three straight hours of it.
for a while, then they inexpliAnd as the professional dart
competitors throw stuff at the
cably leave us for a few years
wall, the audience woos and
and come back in our lives
wows at the placement of the
as a much older companion
... oops, sorry 1 started talking
thrown stuff. Then the crazy
about In!iii I'ravnil,i.
British announcer yells
Dart fever is like the comsomething wacky like "He's got
the wobblies!" and England
mon cold: everyone catches it
nods in agreement, because
more than once but it's always
a little different each time.
they're knowledgeable in the
The average family buys 58
ways of pro dart throwers.
So why does England have
dart boards a year, because
professional darts? Little
upon purchase the family
known fact: England is actually
thinks, "Darts! Sweet! Now we
can throw stuff at the wall!"
located inside a giant bar, but
Then they throw stuff at the
over there they don't call it a
wall, but because the 10-yearbar — it's a "pub," which 1 think
old has the hand-eye coordina- is short for "pubescent urges."
tion of a diseased walrus riding 1 think.
So popular is the wall MI il I
a unicycle, the wall becomes
riddled with tiny holes, just like fhrowology in Great Britain
a mouthy "Sopranos" extra.
that some local blokes will give
up their day job for it. An averThen the kid is grounded for
age chap named Justin lrwin
throwing stuff at the wall, and
left his job at a children's charthe dartboard becomes atticity to pursue a professional
bound, where it is introduced
into the society of lost toys.
darts career. A photo on his
Then, once the family
Web site (www.bachelorofdarts.
realizes throwing sharp objects com) depicts a man with no
at the wall could be a bad idea, emotion, an expression as if
time left him behind and he
they buy an electronic
has nothing left to offer us
dartboard. "It will keep score
for me," the family says in
... sorry, I was talking about
amazement. "And the dart tips
Travolta again.
lrwin says he practices four
are dulled, so I can throw stuff
to six hours a day on his game,
at the wall without it getting
like a kid with matches, he'll
stuck in the wall!"
get burnt out quickly, unless he
But eventually the fever
subsides (the dartboard breaks) prays to Mars for a terminally
ill case of dart fever. Or that his
and the electronic dartboard
lively chum doesn't accidentalshares a duplex with an old
ly hurl a dart at his bum. That
Speak'n'Spell.
would be total rubbish.
Dart boards have no place
To have eyes on such a prize
in a house of love and curfews.
That's where bars come
— and succeeding — is as
unlikely as writing 750 words
into play.
on darts — and making
Bars such as (insert your
it funny.
favorite bar in BG because if I
We raucous Yankees may
explicitly name one, it's unfair
advertising) have it made. They never understand England's
mastery of throwing stuff at
provide free walls at which
the wall to the point of having
paying customers can throw
a professional circuit. After all,
stuff, which is a great idea
because beer-drinking patrons our store-bought dart boards
go unused and kill time by
need the ability to impale
their friends.
making sweet love with the
Christmas decorations.
And it only takes one
But we can try throwing
punctured aorta to lose the will
other things at the wall in
to throw stuff. And
hopes of them sticking.
consciousness, for that matter.
Like 7-Eleven beef jerky.
At this point, it may be
curtains for the dude's dartE-mail Malt with comments
throwin' days, but his late
at msussma@bgnet.bgsu.edu
nights of television
surfing are far from numbered. or send him a dart ultimatum
After shockingly bypassing
via his bedroom window. But
please, no more poison darts.
the chance to watch Ozzy

Trey Aubrey
'X?up>(&x&s
842/846 Seventh St.
ASK ABOUT SPECIAL
3 Bedroom Duplexes
2 Story/ 2 Baths
Laundry on site

Management Inc.
Check out our website it WWW.MECCABG.COM
or call 419-353-5800

BGNBK

Hello sun, goodbye clothes
Spring has finally arrived
in Bowling Green, which
can only mean one thing:
more wind. Also, six more weeks
of winter — with I lallowecn just
around the comer.
And if that wasn't enough for
you, then add in some more
wind, a little margarita mix. and
you have a tornado or perhaps
a very strong drink that is not
Clearly Canadian but could be if
you had a funny enough accent.
See, when people told me
that the weather in Bowling
Green would be crazy, I didn't
really believe them: "Hello, I'm
from Illinois, remember? Home
of Chicago? The Windy City?"
But it turns out those people
were mostly right, except for the
guy who looked like a beaver,
because I couldn't understand
him through all that chittering.
In fact, they were so right that
I've nearly decided to give BG
the "windiest place on earth"
crown, which I conveniently
have in my closet next to a pile

JIM
LEVASSEUR

Humor Columnist
of dirty socks which has not
been washed for at least a year.
On second thought, that smell
might be the beaver from the
last paragraph.
Notice that I said "nearly" —
some days the weather around
here decides to lighten up and
show us a little sun. which is
almost like when girls show a
little cleavage, but not really.
It was only about two weeks
ago that the sun finally woke up
from its LSD-induced stupor and
decided to remind us that it u as.
indeed, still alive. With tliis burst
nl sunlight and warmness comes
the first inkling of summer
clothing, or — referring to the
ladies only — a lack thereof.
Actually, 1 have been
surprised to see the overall
student res|X>nse to "spring"

— for some reason I was
expecting a lot more tight
clothing right away, and so far
that just hasn't happened. I've
only seen three skirts in the past
few days, and so far no one has
managed to accidentally flash
me while I'm walking to class.
There's still plenty of time left in
the school year though, ladies, so
if you'd like a copy of my schedule I have plenty in my room.
Ok, scratch that. The beaver
just jumped out of the closet and
ate tile whole stack.
But seriously, BG girls have
really impressed me with their
restraint the past few days, and I
can only assume that's because
they are, indeed, just what that
T-shirt says they are No. 1
in the world.
Really.
And BG guys? Well, let's just
say BG guys aren't even ranked
on a list, possibly because no
one drives out here to rank us.
and possibly because we guys
have a tendency to rove around

ill drunken packs as if we weic
baboons with pink hair) butts.
Ijke hyenas hunting for theii
next meal, herds of
hooting homy college boys hool
it around campus in search ol
bad writers that overuse

alliteration to the point of
criminality Indeed, if it wasn't for
bulging bladders, these bands ol
big boys would surely be barking
up a tree at a certain scrawny
humor columnist in the wee

hours ol the morning.
My point is, 1 don't have a
point. Rapidly changing weather
s\ stems have combined with
extreme Jet-lag
Inducing Daylight Savings Time
to scramble my brain patterns
and reduce my writing to nonsense. Also, I probably shouldn't
have let the beat ci write the
second half of this column.

lim Is walkingaroundcampus
with a neon gnvn poncho and a
"H(i Guys are HI "shirt. Drop him
aUneatjIevassQbgneLbgsu.

BwcCty2005
special xJffer
Wrten: April 22-23"1
Mere: Grass between r6-eiscJ\er
and SaddJerhire

Rent a 4 Bedroom House
fbr$1.100°°/mo + util.

Cost: *3 or 2 -for *5 (bursorable)
PRIZES
MUSIC
FlterTJOD

ONLY $367ocyperson

BEST BOX COMPETITION
Tickets go on sale, April J.WK in tKe Union!

Amenities: washer/dryer
microwave
gas log fireplace
iCAt

large yard

Call 'Toda,
Habitat for Humanity

The BG News is now
accepting applications for

Summer a Fall 2005
Staffs
•Reporters
*vlleiiSUiff^
• Staff Editors
•Copy Editors
• Opinion Columnists
• Photographers
•Graphic Designers

B(i

Applications are available in 210 or
204 West Hall.
Interview signups and interviews will
begin after April 19th.
Questions or further information? Contact The BG News
at thenews@bgnew.com
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BOLTON MOVES TOWARD SCORNED U.N. POST

NATION

WASHING ION (AP) — John R. Bolton appeared
closer to confirmation as ambassador to the United
Nations. A committee vote to send the president's
nomination of Bolton, who has frequently dismissed
the United Nations as irrelevant and misguided, to
the full Senate could come as early as tomorrow.

RIAAto
file lawsuits
against college
students

Trio receives four-count indictment
Terrorists plotted to
attack prominent
financial institutions.
By Mark Sherman
IH! ASSOCIATE D PRESS
WASHINGTON —Three men
have been Indicted on charges
they plotted to attack financial
Institutions In New York. New
lersey and Washington.
A four-count indictment
unsealed
yesterday accuses Dhiran Barot. Nadeem
Tarmohammcd and Qaisar
Shaffi of scouting the New York
Stock Exchange and Citicorp
Kuilding in New York, (he
Prudential Building in Newark,
N.|., and the International
Monetary Fund and World Bank
in the District of Columbia.
The three men, already in
custody in England, were
charged with three conspiracy
counts and providing material
support to terrorists.
U.S. officials claim that Barot
is a senior al-Qaida figure,
known variously as Abu Eisa
al-ITindi, Abu Musa al-Hindi
and Issa al-Britani, who scouted
prominent financial targets in
the United States at the behest
of al-Qaida leader Osama

bin Laden.
Prosecutors say the men
conducted surveillance on the
buildings between August 2000
and April 2001. including video
surveillance in
Manhattan
around
April
2001.
U.S.
officials
have
previously
described detailed surveillance

photos and documents. which

Mxy Altaller AP Photo
HEAVILY ARMED: A New York City police officer stands guard outside the New York Stock Exchange in this Aug. 10, 2004 photo. A four-count
indictment unsealed yesterday, charged three men for plotting to attack the stock exchange and several other financial targets.
they believe came from Barot,
that were found on a computer that was seized in Pakistan
last summer.
That information prompted
the government, in August,
to raise the risk of a terrorist attack to "high" for those
specific financial institutions.
The color-coded threat level for
the rest of the nation remained
at yellow, or elevated, the
middle of a five-point scale.

PK eral

authorities,

who

Looking for a quiet,
peaceful environment?
LOOK NO FURTHER!

acknowledged the threat was
based mainly on years-old
intelligence, said the decision
to raise the threat level was
based on an abundance of
caution and because of the
lengthy planning and plotting
record of the terrorist network
known as al-Qaida.
The decision was made during a summer of unease over I Impossibility that terrorists might
launch attacks on the political
conventions or otherwise try to
disrupt the presidential election. In March, bombson trains

in Madrid killed 191 people days
before Spanish elections.
Critics
ascribed
the
elevated threat level to political
calculations by the Hush
administration.
The threat level was lowered
to yellow for the buildings in
November.
The men were among eight
people arrested in England
on terrorism-related charges
in August.
barot, 32, was charged then.'
with possessing ret onnaissance
plans for the U.S. institutions

ami notebooks containing information on explosives, poisons.
chemicals and related matters
"of a kind likely to be useful to
a person committing or preparing an act of terrorism."
Tarmohammcd,
26, was
charged there, along with
Barot, with possessing plans of
the Prudential building. Shaffi,
25, also was charged in Britain
with possessing an extract from
the "Terrorist's Handbook"
on
the
preparation
of
chemicals, explosive recipes and
other information.

OK. 10 MY SUBS DCAILV AREN'T GOU6MET AMD

ESTABLISHED IN CHARLESTON. II
IN I0M TO ADD TO STUDENTS GPA
AND GENERAL DATING ABILITY.

WE'RE HOT FREMOJ EITHER. MY SUBS JUST TASTE
A UTTIE BETTER, THAT'S AU! I WANTED TO
CALL IT JIMMY JOHN'S TASTV SANDWICHES, BUT
MY MOM TOLD ME TO STICK WITH GOURMET.

tJiflflY JOffiv,

SHE THINKS WHATEVER I DO IS GOURMET. BUT
I DON'T THINK EITHER OF US KNOWS WHAT IT
MEANS. SO LET'S STICK WITH TASTY!

i<v.so

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
244 S. CHURCH ST: $445/mo. + util.

125"2 MAIN ST: $475/mo. + util.

257 S. CHURCH ST: 5495/mo. + util.

638 S. MAIN »S0:5325/mo.-f util.

Z" SUB SANDWICHES I

125 CLAYST. »D: $365/mo. + electric

317 MANVILLE #BJ: Unfurn. or (urn.
apts. 5365/mo. + util. nf & H Rented.

U1ClAYST.ID:$340/mo. + gai
& elecltk.

Ill"2 OAK ST: Non-smoking apartment!
5425/mo. * util.

III ol my lasiy sub sandwiches are a lull I inches of
homemade French bread, fresh veggies and the finest
meals £ cheese I can boy! And if i! mallets to you
we slice everything fresh everyday in ihis store, right
here where you cm see it (No mystery meat here!)

401 &407S. ENTERPRISER:
S410/mo. + gas and electric.

100"3 0RDWAY AVE: S360/mo. + util.

#1 PEPE*

102 0RDWAV AVE: $360/mo. + util.

314"2 E. EVERS: $400/mo.
+ gas and electric.

102 "7 0RDWAY AVE: S405/mo. t util.

Real applewood smoked ham and provolone cheese
garnished with letiuc*. tomato, and mayo, (awesome!)

106 ORDWAY AVE: 5365/mo. + util.

#2 BIG JOHN

123"? S. MAIN tB-D: Newly
constructed apartments. B $635.00,
C 5525.00, D $525.00 per month (or
a 12 mo. lease + utilities.

211'" W. REED ST: 5325/mo.+ ulil

Medium rare shaved roast beef, topped with yummy
mayo, lettuce and tomato. (Can't beat this one!)

439 S. CHURCH ST: $385/mo. + util.

224'" TR0UP: 5365/mo. + util.

#3 SORRY CHARLIE

338<" WALLACE: 5450/mo. + util.

California baby tuna, miied with celery, onions, and
our tasty sauce, then tapped with alfalfa sproits.
cucumber, lettuce, and tomato. (My tuna rocks!)

Stop by or call us at (419) 352-5620

NEWI9VE
.
332 S.Main
Bowling Green

#4 TURKEY TOM*

°^*M ,S3K$*««

[^T

www.newloverealty.com
newloveinfoonewloverentals.com

#5 VITO"
Ihe original Italian sub with genoa salami provolone.
capicola. onion lettuce tomato. £ a real lasiy Italian
vinaigrette. (Order it with hot peppers, trosl me'}

#6 VEGETARIAN

$2

Several layers ol provolane cheese separated by real
aiocado spread, allalfa sprouts, sliced cucumber, lettuce.
tomato, and mayo, ilruty a gourmet sub not for vegetarians
only
peace dode!)

J.J.B.L.T.'*

1 lull 1/4 pound of real applewood smoked ham. provolone
cheese, letiuce. tomato £ real mayo! (ft real slack)

Any Sub minus the veggies 2nd sauce
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM

I
2
3
4
S
6

#8 BILLY CLUB*

Him t cheese
haitlHf
luiiisilid
T>r>er breast
Salami, capicola. cheese
Double prorolone

Roast beef. ham. provolone. Dijon mustard, lettuce.
tomato. £ mayo (Here's to my old pal Billy who
invented this great combo.)

«9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB*
leal genoa salami. Italian capicola. smoked ham. and
provolane cheese all topped with lettuce, tomato, onion,
mayo, and our homemade Italian vinaigrette.
(You hav'ta order hoi peppers, just ask!)

Low Carb lettuce Wrap

#10 HUNTER'S CLUB*

■ lull 1/4 pound of fresh sliced medium rare roasi beet.
provolone. letiuce. tomaio. £ mayo. (It rocks!!!)

Same ingredients and price al the
sub or club without the bread.

#11 COUNTRY CLUB"
Fresh sliced lurkey breast, applewood smoked ham.
provolone. and tons of lettuce tomaio. and mayo!
(I voiy traditional, yei always exceptional classic!)

YOUR CATERING
SOLUTION!!!

#12 BEACH CLUB* ®

I BO* IUHCHIS MTTIHS. HMIlSf I

Fresh baked lurkey breast, provolone cheese, avocado
spread, sliced cucumber, sprouts, lettuce, tomato, and
mayo! (It's ihe real deal folks, and it ain't even California.)

atllVIIH ORDERS will include a deliver, I
charge ol 35c por item w-ilt).

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB

• • • •JIMMVJ0HNS.COM • • • •

Apartments

Toumhouses

• Carports
• 1 BDRM: Starting
at $395 Mo. plus
utilities
• IN THE 2 BDRM:
• Washer & Dryer
Hookups
• 1 & 1/2 BATHS

Carports
Washer & Dryer
Hookups
2 Baths
Full Basement
Can have up to
6 People

•
•
•
•
•

$1.99/$..19

Giant chocolate chip or oalmeal raisin cookie.. SI.25
Real potato cfiips or iiimtjo kosher did pickle ... $0.75
Eura load ol meal
$1.25
Ema cheese or eura avocado spread..
$115
Hot Peppers
Sf.2S
FKEEBIES (SUBS & CLUBS ONLY)
Onion, leiuce. alfalfa sprouts, tomato, mayo, sliced
cucumber. Sifoo mustard, oil £ vinegar, and oregano

Double provolone. real avocado spread, sliced
cucumber, alfalfa sprouts, lettuce, tomato. £ mayo
(Try it on my 7-gram whole wheat bread. This veggie
sandwich is world class!)

CALL 353-5800 Today!
BGSU BUS SHUTTLE SERVICE
Management Inc.

THE JJ.
GARGANTUAN114

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB*
Coast beef, turkey breast, lettuce tomaio. £ mayo,
in American classic certainly not invented by JJ but
definitely tweaked and fine tuned to perfection!

Ihis sandwich was invented by
Jimmy John's hiolher Huey It's huge
enough to feed the hungriest of all
humans' Tons of genoa salami, sliced
smoked ham. capicola. roast beef.
lurkey & provolooe. jammed into
one ol our homemade trench buns
then smothered wilh onions, mayo.
letiuce tomaio. £ our homemade
Italian dressing

#15 CLUB TUNA*
The same as our 83 Sony Charlie eicept this one has a
lot more. Homemade tuna salad provolone. sprouts,
cucumber.lettuce. £ tomato (I guarantee it's awesome!)

#16 CLUB LULU1"
fresh sliced turkey breast, bacon, lettuce, tomaio. £
mayo (JJ s original lui key £ bacon club)

I WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK
BOWLING GREEN

Checkout our website at:
WWW.MECCABG.COM or

»>

• SIDE ITEMS •

• SodaPop

SANDWICHES

#7 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB

PLAIN SLIMS

lacon. lettuce tomato. £ mayo
(Ihe only better III is mama's III. ihis one roles!)

Bedroom

CWB

&~t/&*"

My club sandwiches have twice the meat and cheese, try it
on my fresh baked thick sliced 1 grain bread or my famous
homemade french biead!

fresh sliced turkey breast, tapped wilh lettuce.
tomato, alfalfa sprouts, and mayo, (the original)

K.nl.tls

~16 2~
Bedroom

By Ted Bridis
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
WASHINGTON
—
The
super-fast "Internet2" network
that connects universities
researching the next-generation Internet is also apparently
popular amongcollege students
who download pirated music
and movies.
Entertainment groups said
yesterday they intend to sue
hundreds of students accused
of illegally distributing copyrighted songs and films across
college campuses using the private research network, which
boasts speeds hundreds of
times faster than the Internet,
How much faster? Internet2
researchers once demonstrated
they can download a DVDquality copy of the popular
movie "The Matrix" in 30 seconds over their network, a feat
they said would take roughly 25
hours over the Internet.
The Recording
Industry
Association of America, the
trade group for the largest
label*) said it will file federal
lawsuits today against 405 students at 18 colleges with access
to the Internet2 network. The
Motion Picture Association
of America said it will file an
unspecified number of lawsuits
against Inlet net2 users.
The recording industry said
it found evidence of more illegal activity at 140 more schools
in 41 states and sent warning
letters to university presidents.

1616 E. WOOSTER

419.352.7200

"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!"
>.
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BRIEFING
Gouge named MAC
Pitcher of the Week
Bowling Green freshman
pitcher Emily Gouge was named
the Mid-American CofhcrenceWest Pitcher of the Week thanks
to her efforts last week.
This marks the first time
Gouge has won the honor and
the third time this season a
BG player has taken home the
award.
She compiled a 3-0 record
and had a razor thin E.RA of
0.30 last week. She went 1-0 in
MAC play and didn't allow a
run in her ten innings of work
against MAC foes.
On the year, she is 5-2 after
winning the opening game
against Oakland yesterday. She
has won her last five decisions
and the most recent one helped
lower her ERA to 1.72.
The Falcons now sit at 19-20
on the season and are now set
for a double header with Akron
this afternoon.

WEDNESDAY
April 13,
2005
www.bgnews.com/sports

BG transfer adjusts to BG life
Ruiz is still getting
used to football and
weather in Ohio.

of Bowling Green when he
signed a national letter of intent
to play football
for BG in mielDecember
2004.
Unlike most
collegiate
athletes solely
responsible
for attendRUBENRUIZ
ing classes,
practices and
TIGHT END
games, Ruiz
has the additional responsibility
of being a father to his 3-year-

By Danielle Tanner
SPORTS REP0RIEH

Real
sport
makes
return

®

ELLIOTT
SCHREINER
Old Blue Eyes

With the Bowling Green spring
football game just around the
comer, Falcon football fans can
prepare to cheer for their favorite
players from the fall season, as
well as at least one new face
lunior tight end Ruben Ruiz
gave up the sandy deserts of
Yuma, Ariz, for the snowy fields

old daughter, Isabel, who is still
living in Arizona.
Being thousands of miles away
from his family and adjusting
to a new team and new school
may seem like a plateful of
frustration, but Ruiz's journey
to BG has prepared him for
overcoming obstacles.
Growing up in Sonora. Mexico
Ruiz kept busy with sports
and had dreams of a career in
engineering.
"I was a karate guy and then
1 played baseball." Ruiz said in
his Spanish accent. "I always

wanted to be an engineer; I
always wanted to build stuff."
Ruiz spent his first nine
years in Mexico, living with his
parents and five brothers, before
his dreams were shattered when
his father left the family and the
family then moved to Arizona.
Visits from his father were short
and far between and Ruiz's
attempts to meet with his father
later in life before he died of
cancer were met with rejection.
Ruiz believes his strained
relationship with his father make
him a better dad himself.

SOFTBALL

Falcons' train keeps rolling
BG is riding a sixgame winning streak
into Akron today.

Something has been missing in
my life lately.
My Kentucky Wildcats lost
in the Austin Regional finals a
few weeks ago and recently I've
gotten so good at Madden 2005
that winning in that has lost all
meaning.
Baseball season has rolled
around, but I would rather
continue my running tally of
who is getting busted for steroid
abuse than watching a bunch
of overpaid pansies complain
about not being paid enough.
Sorry Major League Baseball,
you suck.
That is why Saturday will
mark a good day in my life.
That is when I will get a taste
of that wonderful sport we like
to call college football. That is
when the Bowling Green football team will play their annual
Orange and Brown game.
For me, this is good because
it will bring back memories of
covering the team in the fall.
It will remind me of that one
game Omar lacobs threw for
over 300 yards. Well, he did that
eight times, but it will remind
me of all of them.
It will also bring me back
memories of wishing the game
ended after 30 minutes, this
was especially evident in games
against Temple and Western

Bowling Green's softball team has
now out-scored its opponents
28-3 in the last six games. The
result has been six consecutive
wins and three straight two-game
sweeps of their opponents.
Hot bats and good pitching,
much like in their four games
over the weekend once again
keyed two victories (8-1,3-2) over
the Oakland Grizzlies Monday
at the OU Softball Field as the
team moved up to 19-20 on the
season.
The Falcons are now 19-11
in their last 30 games after
starting 0-9 and experiencing
slumps that lasted up until this
previous week.
"1 think it has given us some
confidence to build on," head
coach leigh Ross-Shaw said
of the win streak. "Each game
it seems like we are a little
looser at the plate, we are a little
more confident at the bat and it's
just been helping us build that
confidence. I think this little
role has given us the chance to
relax and a little bit and feel good
about the team we are."
Once again those confident
bats struck for the Falcons as they
put up 20 hits in the two games

RETURN. PAGE 8

SOFTBALL, PAGE 9

"When I was a little kid, I
used to always cry a lot from
(losing! my dad. 1 used to always
promise myself I was always
going to treat my son or daughter better than that," he said.
Now that Ruiz has a daughter
of his own, he is learning that
being a parent is not easy, but
the rewards are great. He smiled
and laughed when talking about
being a dad.
"It's something that I really
enjoy," Ruiz said. "It's hard at the
RUIZ, PAGE 8

Club track
shows
up big at
Defiance
By Jessica Ameling
SPORTS REPORTER

By Kevin Shields
SPORTS REPORTER

Ashley Kuntr BGNe«
IT HAS BEEN BROUGHT: BG pitcher Liz Vrabel hurls a ball to the plate against Michigan last month.
The Falcons lost that game but have won their last six, allowing just three runs total in that span.

The Bowling Green track club
competed at Defiance College's
Yellow lacket Open this Saturday
against several strong Division
II and 111 varsity teams, including nationally ranked Tiffin
University. BG did more than
hold their own, compiling six first
places and many personal and
season bests throughout the day.
"The
weather
finally
cooperated and we had a beautiful day," head coach Tom Wright
said. "The team stepped up with
their best efforts in 2005."
The men claimed the title in
both relays on Saturday. The
400 meter relay team of )on Lill,
Dave Griffin, Zach Breth and Joe
Zawack finished in 44.39 while
the 1600 meter relay team of T
Downey, Steve Vairetta, Dave
Griffin and Breth ran a 3:22.32.
"We have moved our
personnel around in the relays,
plus our guys arc working hard
and they are getting better as the
season progresses," Wright said.
"We are getting into better shape
and we're getting faster as a result
of our training."
Sprinter T. Downey earned the
100 meter dash title, running it
in 10.80.
The final title for the men came
in the high jump, where Griffin
CLUB TRACK. PAGE 8

Nicklaus has tearful good bye from Augusta Natl
By Nancy Armour
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Jack Nicklaus stood alone on the
ninth green, taking a long look
at the cheering crowd before
dipping his head and brushing
away the tears.
So much of his legacy was
forged at the Masters, a simple
goodbye somehow seemed
inadequate. This was what the
65-year-old, six-time champion
wanted, though. No ceremonial
last round, no grand sendoff.
A few minutes of applause,
a hug from his oldest son, and
then he was gone, walking off the
course at Augusta National for
what he says is the last time
"I don't think I'll play in the
tournament again, Nicklaus
said Saturday after shooting a
4-over 76 ana missing the cut by
five strokes.
"I think it's fine to go ahead
and say goodbye and so forth
and so on, but 1 think you say
goodbye when you think you can
still play a little bit. I think I can
play a little bit, but I can't play
well enough to be playing."
There was a time when nobodyplayed better. Certainly not at
the Masters.
Nicklaus won six of his 18
majors here (1963, 1965, 1966,

1972, 1975 and 1986), two
more green jackets than Arnold
Palmer. He was the first to win in
consecutive years, and still holds
the record as the oldest champion for his last victory at age 46.
"It's a special place," said
Nicklaus' wife, Barbara. "It's been
a special place for a lot of years."
But it's no longer his place. The
Golden Bear hasn't made the cut
since 2000, and hasn't been in
contention since he tied for sixth
in 1998. Unlike Palmer, he never
wanted a ceremonial sendoff,
loathing the idea that he might
have stayed too long.
"This is not a celebrity
walk-around," he said. "This is a
golf tournament. Its a major golf
championship. If you're going to
play in this championship, you
should be competitive and you
should be able to compete with
who is out there."
He planned to make 2004 his
last year. But after the March 1
drowning death of his 17-monthold grandson, lake, chairman
Hootie Johnson coaxed Nicklaus
into coming back once more.
After playing several rounds
with his sons the last few weeks,
Nicklaus agreed.
T think it was good for everybody," said his wife, who walked

Elitt Amendoli AP Photo
GOOD BYE: Jack Nicklaus is hugged by his son and caddy, Jack Nicklaus
II, after completing his last round at the Masters Saturday.

the course with her children and
some family friends. "It's been
very heartwarming. Everybody's
been wonderful, and the support
has been wonderful."

Nicklaus didn't announce this
would be his last appearance.
Other players didn't even know
this was his final round.
"Hopefully, he doesn't." Tiger

Woods said when asked about
Nicklaus leaving. "We didn't give
him a sendoff."
But Nicklaus wanted to make
one last run, not a spectacle of
himself.
When he started his second
round on the 11th hole Saturday
morning, his mind was on the
three birdies he thought he would
need to make the cut. So he set
out with son and caddie Jackie,
planning to stay until Sunday.
"He said. 'It's either going to be
a 16-holc day or a 34-hole day,'"
Jackie said.
But he bogeyed three of his
first four holes, all but ending
his chances. As his score climbed
and the numbers he needed
to make the cut dropped, fans
began doing the math. His
galleries grew for his final holes,
with appreciative fans standing
to applaud every time he walked
onto a tee.
"If you're a golf fan, you're a
lack Nicklaus fan," said Mark
Tinsley. ofWilmington, N.C., who
watched NickJaus at the seventh
green and then made his way
over to No. 9. "If he's not going
to make it. I'd like to see his last
hole here."
Nicklaus refused to think

SNEWS.COWSPORTS

■

about the end until it was upon
him. After putting his second
shot on the par-4 No. 9 within
four feet of the pin, he knew
there was no tomorrow, and his
emotions quickly got the best
of him.
He and lackie walked up to
the green together and then
the son stepped back, making
sure his father was fronl-andcenter when hesteppedonto the
putting surface. Nicklaus looked
around, took it all in, then bowed
his head to wipe away the tears
and compose himself. After all,
he still had a putt to make — a
birdie chance, at that.
"His eyes were pretty wet as
he got on top of that hill. He got
me choked up," playing partner and friend Jay Haas said. "I
wanted him to make that last
pun."
But it wasn't to be, as the ball
burned the right edge of the
cup. The crowd groaned and
Nicklaus looked around in
exasperation. After he tapped
in, there was one last smile and
wave.
Then he walked to the
scorer's shed and turned in his
last Masters scorecard.

SPORTS
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Ruiz dreams big for future
RUIZ, FROM PAGE 7

BenSwanger BGNews

0-MARVELOUS BG quarterback Omar Jacobs watches on during a game against Toledo in November.
Jacobs and the rest of the Falcons will be in action during their annual spring game Saturday.

Falcons will win spring game
RETURN,FROM PAGE 7

Michigan. Whai really made
things bad is when PJ. Pope
added insult to injury in both
of those games while breaking
touchdown runs of 77 and 88 to
give BG halftinie leads of 42-9
and 49-0.
It brings back memories
ofKeon Newson picking off
I leisman Trophy winner Jason
While and returning it for ■
touchdown.
And yes, it even reminds
of a hung over trip to Ohio
University in which I showed
up to the press box to see they
had hotdogs and DO buns, tlien
returned to the lunch room at
halffime to find out they had
buns but no hotdogs.
Even with all those fond
memories, the 2005 season has
a chance to be more memorable than the 200/1 season.
Two of the three players
mentioned return for the
Falcons and at the same time
give them one of the most talented backfields in the nation.
Pope and Jacobs team with
B.J. lane to give the Falcons
more talent than a Barbara
Streisand concert in which
Jay-/, is the opening act.
Jacobs' sick numbers are well
documemed. but still fun to
talk about. In his sophomore
campaign, he threw for4,002
yards and 41 touchdowns

while getting picked just four
times en route to winning MAC
Offensive Player of die Year.
Pope has developed as one of
the top all-purpose backs in the
nation. On the ground, he
averaged 6.2 yards per cany
while picking up 1,098 yards
and 15 touchdowns for BG last
season and was as impressive
receiving, racking up 490 yards
and six scores.
The X-Factor for the Falcons
is lane, who still may not get a
lot of touchdowns until football
changes its rules and allows
the game to get played with
two balls. Even with a limited
amount of touches, Tane still
racked up 375 yards and pair
of touchdowns while emerging
as one of the top return men in
the MAC.
But it goes bcvond just the
backfield.
Chuck Sharon and Steve
Sanders combined for 2,054
yards and 23 touchdowns. The
Falcons lose the production of
Cole Magner. lames I lawkins
and Cornelius McGrady, but
still have enough young talent
coming up to provide lacobs
some able players to throw to.
At the beginning of last year, It
was the veteran receiving corps
that helped Jacobs in his first
few games. Now it is his turn to
return the favor.
The offensive line, as usual,
will decide how far the Falcons
go. They return All-MAC

performers Rob Warren and
Kory Iichtensteiger but lost
NFL-bound Scott Mniczkowski
lo graduation. I le takes with
him a BG record 49 starts.
But still, these are the parts of
a line that helped their runners
average 4.7 yards per carry and
allowed Jacobs to be sacked just
10 times.
The defensive side of the ball
is where the Falcons have
traditionally had some
problems, even diough many
of their problems come at the
end of blowout victories.
They lost play maker Newson,
team leader lovon Burkes,
steadfast Daniel Sayles and NFL
early entrant Mitchell Crossley
but still have enough coming
back to impose on teams in the
MAC.
The main key will be
replacing Newson and Burkes.
Newson stepped in last
season to become die guy
who could step up and make
a play when the Falcons had
their back against the wall. And
Burkes was the one who led the
defense. Both were first team
All-MAC performers and both
of diem will be missed.
Regardless of what the
Falcons do next season, just
thinking of next season is
exciting.
I U-n-'s to hoping they can
pull out a big win Saturday and
show iuiy critics and doubters
who the boss is at the Doyt.

same time, but it has its moments
and those moments are really
special."
Rebecca Steele, Ruiz's fiancee,
takes care of their daughter while
he is away. Steele says Ruiz is a
great father and fiat ire.
"He is awesome to me and
Isabel," she said. "He is dedicated
and loving and giving."
Playing football at BG place
Ruiz far from his family, which
is very important to him, but
playing for the Falcons is giving
him the opportunity to live out
his dreams
"For me, I'm living the dream
right now because I've always
wanted to play at a Division I
school," he said. "When we were
in junior college, me and my
friends used to always talk about
how, 'man I just want to play in
front of so many people, to be in
a big program and what not and
be on TV and all that"
Ruiz is now trading his dreams
of being an engineer for one of
his other childhood dreams.
"Since I was little, I always
wanted to do a sport and play in
front of a lot of people. The funny
thing is about it, every time 1 used
to watch TV and hear the crowd,
I used to get goose bumps," he
said.
To realize his football dreams

Ruiz has traveled across the
country and the transition has
not always been easy.
"I'm getting used to it." he said.
"I'd never been to a place where
there was snow all the time. 1
come from the desert, I see
cactus all the time."
Being away from his family
adds to the strain of the move.
"Since I'm away from my
family, sometimes I need people I
can talk to, which is hard because
you usually lean more toward
your family," Ruiz said.
One thing that has been
instrumental in Ruiz's transition
to Bowling Green is his strong
faith in God, which he describes
as life changing.
"Since I gave my life to God.
everything has just turned
around. From having bad grades
to trying to go to parties, all this
negative stuff changed," Ruiz
explained.
Steele agreed that Ruiz's faith
has had a great impact on both of
dieir lives.
"I know |his faith hasl totally
changed his life and made him
into a new person. It's one of the
things that I'm attracted to about
him and it's helped me grow in
my faith," she said.
Even his sporting endeavors
have taken on new meaning.
"When 1 play football, I do it for
God," Ruiz said. "And I know that

I have teammates, andl do it for
them and my coaches because 1
love them, but first thing, I do it
for God."
Ruiz's new teammates seem to
love him as well and have given
him a warm welcome to the B(;
family. Ruiz's roommate, Nick
Davis, has gotten to know him
well over the last few months
"He's quite a character," Davis
said. "He's like a kid in a grown-up
body, full of energy. He's the kind
of person dial will just brighten
your day."
No one can predict the kind
of bright days that Ruiz's future
could hold, but he believes diat
by being in college he is on the
right track to become a father
that his young daughter will grow
to be proud of. He hopes to finish
his degree at BGSU and seek out
a career in his field.
"I would like to be a physical
education teacher and a coach
as well and just take that as far
as I can and if something else
happens that I get a tryout for
die NFL or |NFL| Europe, I would
love that," Ruiz said.
Ruiz will get his first taste of
a Falcon football game at die
team's inter-squad spring game
this Saturday, April 16. The team
has spent die last few weeks in
practice for the game. The game
will begin at noon at Doyt I. Perry
Sradium.

Falcons run to Indy Relays next
CLUB TRACK, FROM PAGE 7

leaped 67".
Breth's personal best 49.85
in the 400 meter dash earned
him second place while Vairetta
picked up a fourth in the 800
meter run, running it in 1:58.49.
BG's distance runners also had
a strong showing. Cross-country stand-out Rogers Kiphumba
took second in the 3,000 meter
steeplechase, finishing in 9:44.03.
In the 1,500 meter ntn Kris

Iachowski and Kevin Kaighin
claimed third (4:16.90) and fourth
(4:18.06), respectively.
The two BG women who competed proved it's the quality and
not the quantity that matters.
Graduate student Christina
Gingras dominated the 1,500
meter run, finishing in 4:38.80.
The next competitor didn't cross
the finish line until 5:12.80.
Gingras also blew away the
competition in the 800 meter
run, finishing in 2:17.27.

Kristi Vince also had a good
showing, tying for third in die
100 meter dash in a personal best
time of 13.10, and placing fourth
in the 200 meter dash in 27.25.
Overall, coach Wright was very
pleased with die effort of the
team over die weekend.
"Winning races and field
events makes die sport more fun
and die training easier because it
pays off in the end," Wright said.
Up next for the track club is the
Indy Relays Saturday.

Sharper passes up on Bengals
By Joe Kay
1HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

The Bengals waited for free agent
linebacker Jamie Sharper to
respond to their contract offer
yesterday, then got their answer
when Sharper signed with the
Seatde Seahawks.
The Seahawks did not release
details of the signing. The Seatde
Post-Intelligencer reported that
Sharper agreed to a five-year deal
worth $17.5 million, including a
SI.5 million signing bonus
Sharper had been sought by
Bengals coach Marvin lewis, his
defensive coordinator when the

Baltimore Ravens won the Super
Bowl in the 2000 season.
Sharper was one of Lewis'
favorites in Baltimore, playing on
a defense that set a record for fewest points allowed in a 16-game
season in 2000. Lewis thinks
Sharper, released by Houston on
April Lean still play.
"Oh, yeah," Lewis said. "lamic
likes to defy logic. He gets a lot of
satisfaction out of doing it Jamie's
way. That's why we have such a
special relationship."
The Bengals could use another
linebacker. Nate Webster is recovering from a torn knee tendon,

and the team would like to add to
its depdi at the position.
The Texans released Sharper
as part of their plan to overhaul a
defense that ranked in the NFlis
bottom third. The Texans got
Sharper in the 2002 expansion
draft, and he started all 48 games
the past three seasons at middle
linebacker.
Sharper led the Texans in
tackles last season, his eighth
in the NFL Houston is trying
to add speed to its defense, and
gave him permission to seek a
trade. He then asked for and was
granted his release.

SPORTS
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Pitching and defense at
heart of BG's recent streak
"They
did
fantastic."
Ross-Shaw said. "Everyday 1
and scored 11 runs. Ii marked know that I can count on them
only the sixlh time this season (pitchers)
—
I
can
they had a double-digit hit game count on, a
consistent
as they strung out 12 hits in an performance."
8-1 opening game win and then
Ross-Shaw also alluded to her
added 8 more in a 3-2 come from defense which has been stepping
behind in game 2.
up on a consistent basis as well to
Gina Rango was a perfect 6-6 keep her teams in games.
at the plate on die day as in die
"I feel the same way about
first game she drove in two runs our defense," she added.
on four hits and scored another Our defense has been really
three before adding two more consistent and they have really
hits in the nightcap. In the pro- been making some big plays
cess, the junior out of North Lima, — which is good to have became
Ohio became BG's all-Umecareer good pitching and defense wins
RBIs leader passing
you games.
After the two wins
DenaRomstadt (1990- "Our defense
Monday, the Falcons
931 after recording
has
been
will look to continRBIs 9 land 92 of her
ue getting a strong
career.
really
performance out of
"I feel like she's on
consistent
their pitchers and
a mission to snap us
defense as diey head
out of this (slump),"
and they
Ross-Shaw said of
to Akron today for a
have
really
doubleheader. The
Rango. "It's like she
stands up there and been making Falcons are 5-4 in
says; okay you guys
snmp hit*
MAC play and sit four
games back oft x-niral
just follow my lead.
Michigan for the
It's just been great to
plays..."
MAC West lead while
watch."
Akron is 2-8 and six
Another key to
LEIGH ROSS-SHAW.
back of Marshall in
breaking out the
HEAD COACH
the Fast.
recent slump has
Akron has been
been the stellar
pitching BG has been getting lead at the plate by Kelly Quiglcy
who is batting .314 on the year
from freshman l-jnily Gouge.
Gouge had a great week of with 10 home runs and 29 RBIs.
work last week, in which she This includes two RBIs in Akron's
was 3-0 with an ERA of 030 only win over Buffalo on Sunday
allowing seven hits and one when she drove in the eventual
run while appearing in four game-winning run.
On the mound, the Zips are
games. The effort earned her
Mid-American
Conference lead by Tina McCauley (13-10)
who comes in with an ERA of
Pitcher of the Week honors.
She
continued
that 1.85 and has struck out 134
stellar pitching in game I, batters on the year. In her lasting
tying a career-high with eight outing on Sunday, she picked up
strikeouts and allowing one a win going all seven while allowunearned run on four hits. She ing only one run on six hits and
had set her career-high for striking out four.
It's a match-up that could
strikeouts on Sunday in a win
over Indiana-Purdue-liirt Wayne. prove to be a problem for the
Her performance was followed Falcon batters as they need to
by a strong effort from Kristen stay confident and continue the
Anderson in game 2, who pitched big hitting they have doing in the
five and a third innings giving up last week.
"We need to lie relaxed at the
only two mns on four hits while
recording 3 strikeouts. Liz Vrabel plate and not start pushing
finished in relief allowing no hits after that first or second inniirg
if we don't have anybody on,"
and striking out four.
SOFTBALL, FROM PAGE 7

Ross-Shaw said. "In the past we
left so many runners stranded
on base and were just pushing a
little too hard — the last two days
we've been getting some timely
hits with two outs and they've
been trying to make things
happen even two outs."
The last time the Falcons
visited Firestont Stadium in
Akron, they walked away with a
MAC tournament championship.
They'll look to continue that
success today when they take on
the Zips starting at 2 p.m. with
the second game shortly after.

Personals

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

ASK FACT LINE
Q: Who gave Pee Wee Herman the
word ot the day on Pee Wee's Playhouse9
A: Wanl the answer? Call Fact Line
al 419-372-2445. They will answer
any question you have!

College Pro Ltd.
PT/FT Positions Available throughout Ohio. Spring & Summer: Management & Marketing Opportunities
Make SIO-15/hr. Contact College
Pro at 1-888-277-7962 or visit
www.collegepro.com

Part & Full-time positions avail, at
Knickerbocker lawns & landscaping

Cheerleading Tryouts
April t6thand 17lh
More info e-mail vfaley@bgsu.edu

The BG News

Classified Ads • 372-6977
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Landscape positions available
Full time, seasonal & part-time.
Phone Nillson's 419-832-0239

Learn a skill for Hie. Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out al Sandersonstables.com

Call 440-396-6099
Need 3 graduation tickets for College of Arts & Sciences. Will pay.
Call or email, mvanhou@bgnet or
740-360-8231.

Gymnastics Coaches: immediate
opening for boys competitive team
coach. Also in need of girl's compulsory team coach. Experience required. Please call 419-873-0511.

Wanted
Services Offered

Personals

ASK FACT LINE
A: What do tolks wilh hyperhydrosis
do to an excessive degree?
Q: Want the answer? Call Facl Line
al 419-372-2445. They will answer
any question you have!
ASK FACT LINE
O: What brand of shoes did all 39
members ot the Heaven's Gale Cull
wear to meel their comet?
A: Wan! the answer? Call Fact Line
at 419-372-2445 They will answer
any question you have'
ASK FACT LINE
Q: What color were the letters printed on M&M's from 1940 until 1954?
A: Want the answer? Call Facl Line
at 419-372-2445. They will answer
any question you have!
ASK FACT LINE
Q: When did Ihe US Post Office introduce the nine digit ZIP code?
A: Want Ihe answer? Call Facl Line
at 419-372-2445. They will answer
any question you have!

Hiring Artists, positions open tor Kaman's Art Shoppes. No exp. req..
we train. Excellent pay. Housing
available. Free transp. to work.
Check us out at the The Art Building
on April 13 or email
m berning@sbcglobal.net or call
419-625-9876.
Nazareth Hall is looking lor a lull
lime banquet set up person. Must
be capable of lifting & moving equip
wkends a must. Apply in person al
21211 W. River Rd. Grand Rapids.
Ohio 43522

•A «■> ,«he. If,.,!, ii.ar.li>) >utu.

Pregnant? Confidential. tree & professional testing. BG Pregnancy
Center. 419-354-4673.

Childcare in Perrysburg home P/T
3 mo & 11 yr old.flex sched.contact
Monica Connors 419-874-2857
Cleaning & miscellaneous for approxiately 2 weeks, starting 5/9/05.
Call 353-0325 9am - 9pm

DISCOVER
WEDDING Products
New 2005 Designs
Shop At: www.
ptrtectweddlng8hop.com

1 bedroom furnished summer
sublease $326/month

April Showers
bring new leases!

S Need Graduation Tickets S
Will pay for 5 tickets (or
9:30 a.m. graduation on May 7th'
Call Anna at 239-777-2478
WILL PAY GENEROUSLY!!!
I need up to 6 tickets for the 9:30am
undergrad. graduation on May 7th!!
Please call Kelly at 419-349-7798 or
email al kmpeter^bgnet.bgsu.edu
Roommate needed for summer
S260 month rent.
419-308-9259

Help Wanted

•BARTENDING! S300/day potential.
No exp. necessary. Training provided. Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

HELP WANTED' NOW & DURING
THE SUMMER VACATION
Our company is seeking employees
to perform unskilled light production
work. We offer flexible hours - will
work around your schedule - available shifts: 7:30am-8.30am; 8:30am11:30am; 12:00 noon-2.30pm.
2:30pm-5:00pm; 5:30pm-8:30pm.
Many BGSU students work here.
Easy walk from campus. Pay is
$6.00 per hour providing you work a
minimum of 15 hours per week.
Work a minimum of 15 hours per
week or over 40 with overtime. Ptckup an application at our office. Advanced Specially Products. Inc. 428
CloughSt.. BG OH 43402.
Nazareth Hall is looking for P/T wk.end waitstaft & bartender. Comp.
pay, apply in person. 21211 W. River Rd.. Grand Rapids OH 43522.

Bartenders & waitresses needed for
a restaurant. All shifts available.
Bowling Green area 419-823-4081
Camp Medical Staff
RN. LPN. SN. EMT. Paramedics
needed! Resident camp for youth
with diabetes. Work one or two
weeks. July 29-Augusl 20. Room &
board plus weekly stipend. Call
Central Ohio Diabetes Association
1-800-422-7946 or 1-614-884-4400.

125 CLAY ST. »D: $365.00/mo. Resident pay. elec.
131 CLAY ST. «D: Rcsideni poyi elec $345.00/mo.
222 S. COLLEGE »2: One bdrm. turn. ($15.00/mo.) or unium. anrtmena. $395.00/mo. for a 12
mo. lease, $495.00/for a 9 mo. lease. Koidcnl pays $20.00/mo. for unlimited gas heat, water
and sewer. Resident pays elec.
228 S. COLLEGE #A-J: One hdrm. him. ($15 00/m<<) nr unfiirn. apartmenrj. $395.00/mo. for a
12 mo. lease. $495.00/for a 9 mo. lease. Resident pays $20.00/mo. for
unlimited gas heat, water and sewer. Resident pays elec. #E, F. G Rented
234 Vi S. COLLEGE HUP: S595.0CVmo. for a 12 mo. lease. S495.00/for a 9 mo. lease.
Resident pays utili.
114 S. MAIN ST. #7 & 9: fcesldenl pay»«tec S»15.00/mo. for a 12 mo.
lease, $435.00/for a 9 mo. lease.
117 N. MAIN ST. #3-10: $365.00/mo. for a 12 mo. lease, $465.0CVfor a
9 mo. lease. 14, 6, 10 Rcnred
111 V4 OAK: Non-smoking living establishment S425.00/mo. for a
12 mo. lease.

NEWIPVE

Call 352-5335
New optometric practice in Fmdlay
OH looking tor full or part time help.
No experience necessary, paid
training provided. Must have good
people skills & a friendly personality
Day or evenings available plus Saturdays Call 419-425-9273 & leave
a message or mail resume lo 7131
Old Mill Rd. Toledo OH 43615
INDIVIDUALS NEEDED FOR RESEARCH STUDIES: The Pfizer Research Clinic in Ann Arbor is seeking healthy men and women ages
18-55 for participation in upcoming
drug research studies. Study participation requires a stay of 7-10 days
in the Research Clinic. Individuals
will be paid tor participating in study
activity You must not take dally
prescription medications or have
any chronic Illness. For more information, call the Research Recruiters at 1-800-567-8804. Pfizer
Research Clinic 2800 Plymouth Rd
Ann Arbor Ml. 48105.
PUT-IN-BAY JOBS !!!
ISLAND BIKE S. CART RENTAL
is looking for energetic, enthusiastic,
friendly people for summer 2005.
Good pay & bonus.
Housing available. Apply on-line
www put-m-bay-trans.com
or call 419-285-2016
Summer help needed lor apt complex. Pt time S9.00/hr Must be able
to work at least 4/hrs daily, no weekends If interested, please call
352-0164

For Sale

GRADUATION TICKETS SEVEN
TICKETS lor the May, 7 2005 4:30
Commencement. Bus. Admin, and
H & H Will separate. Best offer.
419-732-8340 I will deliver to you.
Why Rent? Own a home for Ihe
price of a new car' Then sell when
you graduate! Mobile home in excellent condition- 3 bed. 2 full bath. lg
deck. & more. 21k obo. 353-6786.

IMMMH
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SELF STORAGE

Reserve for Summer
Units going fast

993 S. Main St.

M'HauR JffTSrop

TIRE Sam.

FREE Alignment Check

$

One Bedroom Apartments

224 Vi TROUI't Resideni pays utili. $365.00/mo.
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MOST CAKS ftU
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(419)353-8206
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Get our '33.98 service

f« 00*1

ON AUY4

TIRES

vfiii-

Includes
illofunanl

25 % OFF
Any Mechanical Service
NMOOWfl M

tK>0'Hil.llt5lOU-IS«PrO lXKINt14 IC fl

Oil Change & Tire Rotation
SW20; SW30: or 10W30 Included

Includes FREE Inspection
•**i C, S Light Irbckt
*" Pli* ln*«oww4M Faa. Plul MH lu

1 Hour Ptt Slop Tiro Sorvlco. I

i&munv sum cimusi

999 South Main Street - Across from ALDI Foods

ALL STUDENTS
AND FACULTY
WSAVE
AN EXTRA 10%

■ !■*»■; VI

■ i.'ii ■.':/!■
INCLUDES'
Chassis Lube.
AND

FREE
Fluid Top offs
Between Change*

Find More Coupons @ thetlreman.com

Rentals

Stop by or call us at (419) 352-5620
332 S. Main
Bowling Green
www.newlovorealty.com ' newloveinfo.'inewloverentals.com

Extra Savings in April!
SIGN UP TODAY AND SAVE!

1453-1479 BURRWOOD DRIVE
4 bedroom, 2 bath homes with AC, washer
and dryer, gas log fireplace, and 2 car garage
$999 per month plus utilities (3 person rate)

We are looking for account executives
to sell for the
BGSU telephone directory.

Great pay potential
• Flexible Hours
Bonus Incentives
• May - August.
• Valuable Sales Experience

308-330 CAMPBELL HILL ROAD
3 bedroom, 172 bath townhouses with AC,
furniture, full basement
$900 per month plus utilities (limit 5)

308-330 CAMPBELL HILL ROAD
2 bedroom, 172 bath townhouses with AC,
furniture, full basement, new carpet, tile floors,
microwaves, washer and dryers
"$700 per month plus utilities (limit 4)

<^

* Must have own Car *

Hours:
Mon-Fri: 9am 5pm
Sat: 9airv1pm
445 E.Woosler
Bowling Green. OH 43402

For more information call 372-0430 or email twhitma(a>bgnet.bgsu.edu

DEADLINE APRIL 15th

.

GREENBR1AR, INC.

419.352.0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com

!
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For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

"1. 2. 3 & 4 bdrm. apis. & houses
avail, summer only & 05-06 school,
yr. Plus rooms & etlic. as low as
$265/ mo inclu. ulil. Everything 2
blks horn campus Call 353-0325
9am- 9pm.

GREAT LOCATION!
2 bdrm 325 N Enterprise $575/mo.
♦ ulil 1 mo. dep. req. No pets. 3540099 Avail. 8/15.1 yr lease
Highland Management

1 - 3 Bedroom Apis/Houses
12/mo leases starting 8/12/05
Smith Apt. Rentals
419-352-8917

1.243 bdrm. apts., by water tower
on Manville & Clough. Available
May* Aug. 419-352-5239.
1/2 block from BGSU. 2 bedroom
brick. Parking. A/C, W/D. quiet
Available June 419-353-3855.
2 rooms avail. May-Aug. Woosler
across Irom Kohl. S275/mo * ulil..
unlurn. Call Anne 330-760-5373
3 bdrm. apt. includes large 3 car garage below. W/D hook-up. No pets.
$600 mo. plus ulil 419-354-8146.
3 bdrm house, t block Irom campus
Avail, summer. May - Aug. S650 mo
419-787-7577.
3 Bedroom house Close lo campus.
Available lor 2005-2006 school
year.
Call Sieve al 352-5822.
3/ 4 Bdrm. house. 217 Palmer Ave..
BG. $825/mo . ulil 419-937-2215.
Mayor Aug avail. 12 mo. lease.
4 bdrm. - 5 person house. 1st block
ol Manville. Year lease August.
419-352-5239
Apis & Houses 2005-06
Call 419-353-8206 lor appointment
Avail Aug 15. 2005. 3 bdrm. house
& 1.2 & 3 bdrm. apt All close lo
BGSU 419-686-3805
Avail. August 3 bdrm. duplex. 2 lull
balh. W/D, quiel. 117 E. Reed SI.,
S800, 419-467-1155
Close lo Campus
Ouiel. Affordable 1 bedroom apt.
419-352-9378
Female sublease needed for
summer semester $210/mo.
Call Erica 419-575-0305.
G & L Rentals Now Leasing
Georgetown Manor
800 Third SI 1 S 2 bdrm. apts
Parking, laundry facilities, gas,
water & sewer paid

The Highlands- 1 bdrm. Laundry
facilities in building. A/C. Quietl
Starting at $395.
Jay-Mar Apts. Newly remodeled.
All appliances. Spacious, laundry
facilities in building. A/C. Gas
heal.
Starting al $520
130 E. Washington St.
419-354-6036.
www.bghighlandmgml.com
highland@wcne1.org

Highland Management
The Homeslead
1 S 2 bedrooms, spacious, laundry
on sile, extra storage, A/C. Great
location Starting at $525
130 E. Washington
130 Liberty SI and S. Summit
www.bghighlandmgml.com
highland@wcnel.org
419-354-6036
K ft K PROPERTIES
Available August 15
1 & 2 bedroom apartments
3 ft 4 bedroom houses ft apts.:
1 University Lane, 248 Troup Ave.
305 S Main
611 Eighth SI, 625 N Main SI
Call or slop in for more information
419-353-APTS (2787)
427 Clough SI, BG
K ft K PROPERTIES
Available May 15
1 bedroom apts.:
134 1/2 University Ln.
303 1/2 S. Main SI.
405 1/2 S. Grove SI
130 University Lane.
1 bedroom house:
128 1/2 S. SummilSl.
2 bedroom house:
215 0rdway, 301 S Main SI.
3 bedroom house
217 Clough St.
Call or stop in lor more information
419-353-APTS (2787)
427 Clough SI.. BG
Looking lor 2 subleasers June thru
Aug. 137 Lehman Ave. 2 bdrm. apt.
$575/mo. ♦ util. W/D inclu. Please
call Denise al 937-269-5610 or
Alexis al 419-494-4769.

New 5th & 7th Sts. 3-4 bdrms. W/D.
A/C, dwshr. 2 baths $900-1100/mo.
Avail May ft Aug 419-354-2500.
Grad Students
601 3rd SI.
1 bdrm furnished, quiet Wdg.
210 S. Grove Si
1 bdrm. available May or Aug.
laundry on site
some summer subleases available
419-352-3445
Move In Now • ONE MONTH FREE
1 and 2 bedroom apis, available in
serene park-like setting. Includos
dishwasher, heat, water and trash.
Bowling Green Village 352-6335
Newer house. 3 bdrm. 2 baths, AC
W/D hookup 5th street $875/mo
Available Aug 352-8872

135 N. Church St. 3 bdrm house
Family owned and operated
Contact Lucle 419-354-9740
854 8th SI 1 bdrm.. now renting lor
summer/tall 2005. $395/mo. plus
elec. Lois ol parking. 9 4 12 mo.
lease avail 419-392-3354
GRAO STUDENT Apis/Smoke Free
Downtown 138 1/2 N. Main St.
June 1st: Nice, spacious 2 bdrm.
Aug 1st: Nice, spacious 2 bdrm
$650 mo. S low utilities.
Downtown: 134 N. Main St.
Aug 1st: Nice 1 bdrm. $375 mo. &
low ulililies. Call Greg 419-352-7677

HI
Summer Work
Available
Internships & Scholarships
awarded
up lo $6,850
Valuable work experience
Excellent income
Enjoyable work atmosphere
Flexible schedules
Increase your people skills
Increase your resume value
Team atmosphere
Flexible start dales
$368-S1500/week

Nice 2 bedroom, 1 bath,
W/D hook-up. 8th St. $600/monlh
Available June 352-8872
PRICES REDUCED
CARTY RENTALS
No Three Tenant Rule Here
"916 3rd. Street ft 926 Woostef
6 Bdrm., new carpet
•303 E. Merry'
5 Bdrm.. 3 liv. new carpel
•211 E. ReedLarge 3 Bdrms. 2 Kitchen, 2 Bath
M46 S. CollegeLarge 3 Bdrm, A/C, new balh
•315 E. Merry Up ft Dn2-4 Bdrm
And a lot more units LG 8 Small
Call lor info ft upgrades al 353-0325
10am-9pm, or listings available 24/7
al 316 E Merry #3

Call (419) 539-7204
or 1-800-809-9006
(Toledo)
Start Work Soon...

nmaraaa
The Best Seat In Town

CINEMA 5

Ham lam hi In «l«m thai. 4/14
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1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $470!
On selected floor plans
•
•
•
'
•

• MINI & CLIMATE
CONTROLLED
• SIZES FROM 5X8
THRU 10X30

BGSU STUDENT
DISCOUNT

FREE HEAT

4*fEfcCA
Management Inc.

FILLING FOR
NEXT YEAR

CALL TODAY TO
RESERVE YOUR UNIT:

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

Leasing Office Located At:
Mecca Management, Inc.
1045 N. Main St. I7B
Bowling Green, OH

419-353-7715 t"J

www.meccabg.com

419-353-5800
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ACROSS
1
6
10
14
15
16
17
20
21
22
23
24
25
28
29
32
33
34
35
38
39
40

I

1'

Struck, old-style
Speaker of Cooperstown
Avian abode
Intrusive online ad
Talk wildly
Chorus voice
Quantum theorist's fantasy?
Slangy refusal
Dotted cubes
Formal agreement
Lady's guy
Performer's engagements
Collude
Window section
Serving of com
Neighbor of Cuba
Washed-out
On the sheltered side
M.C. Escher's fantasy?
Jogging pace
Prohibits .
Give a ring

41
42
43
44
45
46
49
50
53
56
57
58
59
60
61

'

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
19
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Whirl around
NYC cultural attraction
Colorful fish
Harbor boat
Contagious outbreak
Pamphlet
Unlikely
Climbing vine
One standing guard
Designates
Isle near Corsica
Editorial order
British Conservative
34
Cloud number
36
Strong inclination
37
Ya dig?
42
Causes rancor
43
Gunfire
44
Calf-length pants
45
Attempt a pickup
46
Great care and effort 47
"The Waste Land"
48
poet
49
30 Ages and ages
50
31 Zellweger of "Jerry
51
Maguire"
52
33 Braid of hair
54
55

Amoral deed
Medical suffix
Pestilent fly
Oodles
Amazes
Of primitive groups
Spy Mata
Lindstrom or Zadora
Genie's fantasy?
Christiania, today
Dorothy's pup
Literary class
Clairvoyant
Industrial show, casually
Gorged

Grate collection
Unequivocal
Positive trends
Norwegian king
Singer Amos
Detest
Exuberant cry
Pairs
Increase
Wight or Man
URL starter
Beer quantity
Aslo
Mature
Bagel topper
New Zealand parrot
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APARTMENTS

BUCKEYE
SELF-STORAGE
•Near Campus
•Low Rates
•Open 24 Hours
•Summer Leases
•Clean
•Many Sizes

GREAT JOB

OPPORTUNITIES!
I Home City ICE I

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
$500/month Full Year Lease

For Rental Information:

Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!
,

Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
or Steve at
(419)352-1150

Route Delivery & Packaging
Positions Available
$7.00 $12.00+Per HNr
www.homecityice.com
Call

y

1-800-899 8070

993 S. Main

Call Today to
Reserve Unit:

TV • Free Coffee
Air Conditioned

352-1520

46 Washers - 30 Dryers
Large Capacity & Single Load Washers

Fiee

Monthly Drawing

1 FREE WASH

1 coupon p€r family per visti exp 5/6/05

225 Palmer
3 bdrm House
1 bath/shed
DOING SPECIAL

215E.Poe
Eff. lb.irm/2bdrm

Starting at 250/mo
Laundry on site
BGSU Bus Route

120 N. Prospect
2 bdrm #2
Close to Campus
Close to Downtown
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SUMMER STORAGE
AVAILABLE
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SouthSide Laundromat

• FLEXIBLE LEASE
OPTIONS

Ground floor ranch
Private entrance
Patio
Spacious, kitchen
Pets welcome!
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Summer
Storage!

Smoking & Non-Smoking
Dining Rooms
•BRAND NEW
STORAGE FACILITY
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Aufhcnrir Italian ^ in.-

2bdrm Apt/2bdrm Twnh
1 bath/close to downtown
DOING SPECIAL

rt u w.sanihs.cofli
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Wmlhrop Terrace Apis.
400 Napoleon Rd
352-9135

403/405
S. Church
4!9^V2277
In Downtown Bowling Green
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Very nice 3-4 bdrm. Great location.
W/D air, patio, garage, pet possible
appliances furn 419-353-2382.

INTERVI
& Ma'hcJ Poraioe*. Gravy, Coleslaw.
Vegetable anJ CA'rnHre;nl Stuffing.
♦ From 4 pm unirl 9 p

\^Bi

Summer Subleaser Needed
May 15 - July 31. Only $150 per mo.
Call 419-601-1120.

v /'fry y(t///trMMu

Roast Pork Loin

1

brought to you by

Newly remodeled 2 ft 3 bedroom
downtown. $550 month.
12 mo. lease w/ special 1/2 price
summer rale. Call 419-354-1612.

SAHARA (P6-I1). (DTSJ 11:001.4:00,7:00.

The Blue House'
616 Second SI. 1 bedroom

The Daily Crossword Fix

Management Inc.

Stop by the Office
al 1045 N. Main St.
or check website
wwwjii4Kfbg.com
for complete listing
for next year.

Call 353-5800

